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Release 2.20.4

Notes:

If you have custom forms defined in IQX, not all new features may be available to you.
If you want to enquire into a Feature please contact IQX with the JIRA reference

[IQ-134] - 267023 support infopower's fixed columns property
[IQ-627] - Process Wizard - Notification creation
[IQ-632] - Favourites
[IQ-636] - Holiday Pay Calculation - New law is 52 weeks instead of 12
[IQ-698] - Investigate Rsign API
[IQ-979] - Overhaul of Image Viewer Units
[IQ-1011] - RSign - ability to bring back data into IQX
[IQ-1065] - Investigate changing Accord Interface to API based
[IQ-1094] - Optimisations for Person Selector - Form Variables
[IQ-1151] - Override User role to allow All on mailmerge where Settings 3090 = Y
[IQ-1153] - Making a Reminder in IQX sends it to Outlook. Not expected to be two-way
[IQ-1156] - General Settings / General Web Settings popup text area
[IQ-1221] - If WEBUSER licensed feature no longer used remove code
[IQ-1223] - Filter on Database Diagnostics - Report & Job Details
[IQ-1228] - Being able to bulk-select docs to add to Documents or to an email.
[IQ-1230] - RSign - ability for recipients to be able to fill in fields before signing
[IQ-1243] - LinkedIn linking
[IQ-1263] - Review how to keep a Vacancy Short List tidy yet clean for ongoing use
[IQ-1265] - Method to exclude Timesheets appearing in Image Linking if Client does not need
Images
[IQ-1268] - Method to prevent selected Invoices showing on IQXWeb Invoice view
[IQ-1281] - Document Packs Refinements - cosmetic
[IQ-1285] - Audit changes to Composite templates
[IQ-1288] - Switches for New wizard to streamline in certain industries
[IQ-1297] - New Composite Code field to send to Accord
[IQ-1308] - TiempTimeSheet shifts view - add col showing total Hours
[IQ-1313] - Create Criteria and Report for outstanding References
[IQ-1315] - Inconsistency in rounding numeric
[IQ-1317] - Promote Accord emailing payslips
[IQ-1322] - If Document missing on Notification there should be a pop-up warning.
[IQ-1354] - SQL Tool Browser not defaulting to focusing on the filter box
[IQ-1360] - Add index on IQACDocument (LedgerID, OurRef)
[IQ-1361] - Add “Order by” to F11 Invoice Ref lookup (to avoid non-deterministic error)
[IQ-1363] - Ability to edit composite template - TemplateName
[IQ-1365] - Sending SMTP Emails from Mailmerge
[IQ-1367] - Add optional SMTPProfile IDs to Division, Branch, Department & TempDesk
[IQ-1369] - Display order of paybands - review
[IQ-1371] - Shift confirmation does not save changes before SMS/Email Query
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[IQ-1375] - Merge issues/priorities
[IQ-1378] - CLONE - Extend Excel exports to allow for multiple named sheets
[IQ-1380] - Copy Changes of Pay_employee to pay_employment - Setup
[IQ-1383] - Temp Desk, Timesheets view - move Filter box to between Count and Document
buttons
[IQ-1391] - Filter Required on Record Reports Button
[IQ-1392] - Help Button for Document Packs
[IQ-1420] - Temp Desk - Expiry Dates - IF compliance role, then default to Compliance
Consultant radio button
[IQ-1279] - Compliance documents - adding to a CE - fix for Pulse????
[IQ-1312] - Bad page drawing in Candidate Wizard
[IQ-1332] - Dual List box - Tweaks to UX
[IQ-1364] - Change to SQL behind Date columns on Person Progress History
[IQ-1372] - Unable to set reports division unless records in divisionaccess
[IQ-1373] - Advanced Timesheet cancel correct uses fixed shift cancel reason not general
setting
[IQ-1376] - Unnecessary incrementing of staff.logins field locking peoples ability to login due to
triggers.
[IQ-1377] - On Candidate Timesheets view - adding a Timesheet - Defunct desks are offered
[IQ-1379] - Clean iqxweb settings
[IQ-1384] - An Unfilled Cancelled shift should not have a Filled By: entry on Details
[IQ-1385] - Notification treatment of redacted documents
[IQ-1386] - Warnings and cascade delete if a DocumentTemplate is deleted in Accounts setup
[IQ-1388] - Proper transactions in INVTempTimesheets
[IQ-1394] - Doc Template - Checklist - does not allow docx. Also needs place to preview
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